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Tick, Tick... Boom! (film)
Tick, Tick... Boom! (styled as tick, tick... BOOM!) is a 2021
American musical drama film directed by Lin-Manuel Miranda in his feature directorial
debut, from a screenplay by Steven Levenson, based on the semi-autobiographical musical
of the same name by Jonathan Larson. The film stars Andrew Garfield, Robin de
Jesús, Alexandra Shipp, Joshua Henry, and Vanessa Hudgens.

Tick, Tick... Boom! had its world premiere at AFI Fest on November 10, 2021, and
began limited theatrical release on November 12, 2021, before streaming on Netflix on
November 19, 2021. The film received positive reviews from critics praising Miranda's
direction, Levenson's screenplay, and the musical sequences, with Garfield's performance
garnering universal acclaim.
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In 1992, a few years before the premiere of Rent, Jonathan Larson performs his rock
monologue Tick, Tick... Boom! in front of an audience at New York Theatre Workshop,
accompanied by friends Roger and Karessa Johnson. He begins telling about the week
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leading up to his 30th birthday and his desire to become a successful musical theater
composer (“30/90”).

In 1990, Jonathan juggles work at the Moondance Diner with preparing for a workshop
at Playwrights Horizons of his musical Superbia, which he has been working on for eight
years. He has a party at home with friends, including his former roommate Michael, who
left acting for advertising, his girlfriend Susan, a dancer-turned-teacher, and fellow
waiters Freddy and Carolyn (“Boho Days”). While alone later, Susan tells Jonathan about
a teaching job at Jacob's Pillow and asks him to come too (“Green Green Dress”).

Jonathan visits Michael at his new Upper East Side apartment, celebrating his financial
success and higher quality of life from their old apartment (“No More”). Ira Weitzman, the
Musical Theatre Program Director at Playwrights Horizons, asks Jonathan to write a new
song for Superbia, as the story needs it. This troubles him, as his idol, Stephen Sondheim,
told him the same at the ASCAP Workshop some years ago, but he can't come up with
anything and he only has a week.

Jonathan tries to get his agent, Rosa Stevens, to invite Sondheim to the workshop, but
eventually just cold-calls Sondheim and others. He watches PBS's Sunday in the Park
with George with Michael and Susan, and afterwards Michael asks him to join an
advertising focus group to earn extra money. Susan also pressures him again to move with
her, although he feels his career is just starting in New York (“Johnny Can’t Decide”). The
next day he imagines the Diner full with Broadway stars (“Sunday”). Carolyn tells him
Freddy, who is HIV-positive, has been hospitalized, adding to Jonathan's anxieties as
many of his friends have already died in the HIV/AIDS epidemic. He walks down
Broadway to Playwrights Horizons for the start of rehearsals for Superbia (“Play Game”).

Susan, frustrated by Jonathan's indecisiveness, breaks up with him (“Therapy”). To get money to hire a full band for the workshop,
Jonathan attends the advertising focus group. Making a good first impression, he considers a corporate future, but realizes he would
hate it and deliberately sabotages it. Michael criticizes him for being in a financially unstable theater career, while Jonathan claims with
his impending 30th birthday that he is getting too old to be successful. After finally getting an encouraging call from Rosa about his
industry invites, he plans to write the new song the night before the workshop, but his power gets cut off before starting. Heading to a
swimming pool to cool off, he pictures sheet music lines on the pool floor and finally comes up with the new song, which he writes out by
hand (“Swimming”).

At the workshop are friends, family, and industry professionals, including Sondheim. Karessa brings down the house with the new song,
“Come to Your Senses”, and Jonathan imagines Susan singing it. He receives praise but no offers to produce Superbia. Rosa tells him he
must keep writing, hoping that something will succeed, but he will likely face more rejection. Discouraged, Jonathan runs to Michael
begging for a corporate job and perceived stability, but Michael changes his mind after seeing the workshop, encouraging Jonathan to
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continue in musical theater. When Jonathan accuses him of not understanding what it's like to be running out of time, Michael reveals
he is HIV-positive (“Real Life”). Finally grasping his career obsession has cost him his relationship with Susan and jeopardized his
friendship with Michael, Jonathan wanders through New York before finding himself at the Delacorte Theater in Central Park. Hopping
a fence to a piano, he sings about his friendship with Michael and the sacrifices he must make for his career, asking if they are worth it
(“Why”). He and Michael reconcile.

On the morning of Jonathan's 30th birthday Sondheim calls, congratulating him on the workshop and wanting to talk more
about Superbia, lifting his spirits. Holding his birthday party at the Moondance Diner, attended by his friends, he is relieved to hear
Freddy is to be discharged from the hospital. Susan gifts him blank sheet music paper to help in his career, promising to see “the next
thing.” She narrates that the “next thing” was Tick, Tick... Boom!, before he returned to working on a previous project, which
became Rent. She reveals he died of an undiagnosed aortic aneurysm the night before Rent’s premiere Off-Broadway. He never
experienced the success he desired, but his work lives on. In 1992, Jonathan performs the final song from Tick, Tick... Boom!, watching
his friends and family in the audience, including Susan in the back (“Louder Than Words”).

"Sunday" features cameos from Broadway actors André De Shields, Bebe Neuwirth, Beth Malone, Brian Stokes Mitchell, Chita
Rivera, Chuck Cooper, Howard McGillin, Joel Grey, Renée Elise Goldsberry, Phillipa Soo, Phylicia Rashad, and Bernadette Peters. It also
prominently features Adam Pascal, Daphne Rubin-Vega, and Wilson Jermaine Heredia as homeless bums: all three were original cast

Andrew Garfield as Jonathan Larson[3]

Alexandra Shipp as Susan Wilson[3]

Robin de Jesús as Michael[3]

Vanessa Hudgens as Karessa Johnson
Joshua Henry as Roger
Jonathan Marc Sherman as Ira Weitzman
Mj Rodriguez[3] as Carolyn
Ben Levi Ross as Freddy
Judith Light as Rosa Stevens
Bradley Whitford as Stephen Sondheim
Laura Benanti as Judy Wright
Danielle Ferland as Kim

Micaela Diamond as Peggy
Utkarsh Ambudkar as Todd
Joanna P. Adler as Molly
Kate Rockwell as Lauren
Joel Perez as Lincoln
Judy Kuhn as "Nan" (Nanette Larson)
Danny Burstein as "Al" (Allan Larson)
Lauren Marcus as Donna
Richard Kind as Walter Bloom
Tariq Trotter as H.A.W.K. Smooth
Jelani Alladin as David
Chris Sullivan as Building Doorman
Noah Robbins as Simon
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members of the Broadway production of Rent, which was also written by Larson. Director Miranda also cameos as a cook at the
Moondance Diner during the scene.[4]

The musical theater workshop scene includes cameos by various established theater composers and lyricists as "aspiring theater
composers and lyricists", including Alex Lacamoire, Amanda Green, Chad Beguelin, Dave Malloy, Georgia Stitt, Grace McLean, Helen
Park, Jason Robert Brown, Jeanine Tesori, Joe Iconis, Marc Shaiman, Matthew Sklar, Nick Blaemire, Quiara Alegría Hudes, Shaina
Taub, Stephen Schwartz, Stephen Trask, screenwriter Steven Levenson, and Tom Kitt.[4] Green, Beguelin, Malloy, Iconis, Sklar, and
Taub are all previous recipients of the Jonathan Larson Grant for aspiring composers.[5] Although not named onscreen, the workshop
depicted is the ASCAP Foundation Musical Theatre Workshop, which Larson attended and through which he first met Stephen
Sondheim. The character of Walter Bloom, played by Richard Kind, appears to be based on Charles Strouse.[6]

Christopher Jackson cameos as a patron at the New York Theatre Workshop performance of Tick, Tick... Boom!.[4] Miranda's father Luis
A. Miranda Jr. cameos as a building concierge in "No More."[4] Among the performers in the Superbia presentation are Joel Perez, Kate
Rockwell, and Janet Dacal. Although Whitford portrays Sondheim onscreen, Sondheim voices himself when he leaves a message on
Jonathan's voicemail, as he does in the original musical.[4] Miranda's wife Vanessa M. Nadal voices "Deborah", Susan's friend who calls
Jonathan towards the beginning of the film about equipment for his workshop.[7]

New York Theatre Workshop artistic director James C. Nicola and Broadway actor Roger Bart make credited appearances as "featured
diners" at the Moondance Diner in the background of the opening scene. Both were friends and collaborators of the real Larson: Nicola
was in charge of New York Theatre Workshop at the time of the film's events and helped program Rent, while Bart was a fellow waiter at
the diner who contributed backing vocals to the original rock-monologue version of Tick, Tick... Boom!. The character "Roger", played by
Joshua Henry, is loosely inspired by Bart.[4][8]

It was announced in July 2018 that Lin-Manuel Miranda would make his directorial debut with the musical adaptation, with Imagine
Entertainment and Julie Oh producing and Dear Evan Hansen's Steven Levenson penning the script.[9]

In June 2019, Netflix had acquired the film, with Andrew Garfield the top choice to star.[10] He would be confirmed to star in October,
with Alexandra Shipp, Vanessa Hudgens and Robin de Jesús joining in November.[11][12] Joshua Henry, Judith Light, and Bradley
Whitford would join in January 2020.[13]

In January 2020, it was also announced that choreographer Ryan Heffington would be working on the film.[14]
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Principal photography began in March 2020,[15][16] but production had shut down by April 2020 due to the COVID-19
pandemic.[17] Production resumed in October 2020[18] and wrapped in November 2020.[19]

The film's production designers painstakingly recreated both the Moondance Diner and Larson's former apartment at 508 Greenwich
Street, in the latter case sourcing some of Larson's actual possessions to decorate the set. The pool scenes were shot at the Tony Dapolito
Recreation Center in the West Village. The location was chosen due to its resemblance to that described in the lyrics of "Swimming": it
was only during filming that the designers and creative team learned this was the actual swimming pool Larson frequented.[20]

Sondheim's vocal cameo (a concept that carries over from productions of the original musical) came about when he asked to rewrite his
voicemail message after viewing the film, as he felt he would not say what had originally been written. However, at this point in
production Whitford was not available to re-record the line, so Sondheim offered to record it himself.[21]

On June 10, 2021, the first trailer for the film was released online, confirming that the film will be released on Netflix and in select
theaters in late 2021.[22] It had its Los Angeles premiere at AFI Fest on November 10, 2021 as the festival's opening night film, & its NY
premiere at the Schoenfeld Theater.[23] It was released in a limited release on November 12, 2021, prior to its streaming release on
Netflix on November 19, 2021.[24]

On the review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes, the film holds an approval rating of 88% based on 128 reviews, with an average
rating of 7.6/10. The website's critical consensus reads, "Tick, tick... BOOM! makes musical magic out of a story focused on the creative
process—an impressive feat for debuting director Lin-Manuel Miranda."[25] On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average score of 75
out of 100, based on 33 critics, indicating "generally favorable reviews".[26]
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